Act Reading Practice Questions And Answers
The Reading test contains three standalone passages and one set of paired passages. The passages
will each be about 1,000 words long, or will total 1,000. Check here for all the ACT Reading test
information like question types, scores, content, and 1 of the reading passages contains a pair of
related passages.

There are four ACT reading passages that have 10 questions
each, which equals a total of 40 multiple-choice questions
that each have four answer choices.
English Test, Mathematics Test, Reading Test, Science Test, Writing Test. Information on
grading your ACT practice test, including: An answer key. ACT Reading Practice: 4 Steps for
“Except”, “Not”, or “Least” Questions. November 14 This will give you a clear idea of how to
approach the answer choices. "Cool Tool Award" – edtech digest finalist in 2016, 2015, and
2014. From the makers of "Varsity Learning Tools" – Best Education App — 2016 Appy Awards
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The key to doing well on the ACT is to take several practice tests. struggle with the reading test
because they project their own point of view onto the passages. The entire ACT Reading test is 4
reading passages and 40 questions in 35 minutes. The passages range from Prose Fiction to
Natural Science, and the level. 2. Which of the following questions is NOT answered in the
passage?F. What is vernacular literature? G. Why did Queen Medb want the magic bull of Ulster?
As you start your ACT Reading practice, you'll soon realize that the genres of the passages that
you'll see (fiction. Step #3: After completing all the specific-reference reading questions, do to the
you to go through and remaining passages in the ACT Reading Section.
The reading section specifically is comprised of 40 multiple-choice questions covering various
reading passages that you have to answer in 35 minutes. ACT Exam Reading Practice App
provide free model practice tests covered all types of Reading Section problems preparation with
solution. The ACT Exam. for the Reading Test will be on Exam Day: ▫ ACT does not expect you
to attempt all 4 passages. ▫ “Sacrifice” 1 or 2 in the name of time management (focus.

Prepare for the ACT Test / ACT. Sign in to ACT Profile to
get free practice questions and answers from past tests.
Explanations and The test contains multiple-choice tests in
four areas: English, mathematics, reading, and science.
Each.

The ACT Reading section covers a broad range of subjects, and 25 percent of the questions on
the Reading section will be in the natural science realm. Answers and Explanations. 69.
PRACTICE TEST 2. 91 Each practice test in this book is a full-length simulated ACT. Written
by ACT experts The multiple-choice tests are called English, Mathematics, Reading, and Science.
Reasoning. Get2College offers FREE ACT Prep Workshops and short video tips. There are four
types of reading passages: Literary Narrative, Social Sciences, Natural.
We've written a guide on how to study for the ACT that you can check out for In the ACT
Reading section, the passages are always in the same order. They also help sharpen important skill
sets such as time management and reading comprehension abilities. Having practice tests with
answer keys is especially. ACT Reading is a 35-minute, 40-question Reading exam averaging
about 30 seconds per question. The test consists of three reading passages and one set. Get
started studying with our free ACT practice test questions. The regular ACT consists of four
sections: English, Mathematics, Reading, and Science.

preparing for the ACT exam through instruction, practice, and familiarity with the structure and
format of The reading test is composed of four passages. For many students, different styles of
writing present problems for reading comprehension. In particular, many students find it difficult
to understand passages.
Here are answer explanations for all 40 questions appeared in the December ACT Reading
December 2016 (74H) Test Answer Explanations whales' skull, and how the long nasal passages
contain air sacs which can produce sound. Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.
There were two ways by which one could get to the Old Stone Mill. One, from the side road by a
lane. Writing stuff down will save you time and improve your understanding of the passages.
Taking notes is tremendously helpful on the Reading Test, where you.

Practice critical reading skills with passages from social studies, natural sciences, literary narrative,
and the humanities with exam prep questions in ACT®. Revised SAT Reading. ACT Reading.
Length of Section. 65 minutes. 35 minutes. Number of Questions. 5 passages/52 questions. 4
passages/10 questions. Thankfully, there is some compensation for ACT takers–their questions
are pulled from only 4 passages while the SAT requires students to work through 5.

